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Looking for a reliable hardwood flooring wholesaler in Georgia? Look no further than Georgia Flooring Wholesale. Our Market Place Rigid ESPC is an excellent choice for both commercial and residential applications. The Rigid ESPC Original Plank collection features natural wood looks with a rugged 22 mil wear layer, making it a durable and long-lasting option. It is topped with UV Maxim Shield™, a cured ceramic bead finish that ensures maximum durability without the need for a floor finish. The top layer is made entirely of 100% Virgin PVC, while the extruded SPC core is composed of 100% Limestone. With a 1mm EVA backing that is 100% waterproof, sound-resistant, and offers super stability for a lifetime, our Rigid ESPC Original Plank is a perfect choice for basements, homes, offices, banks, healthcare facilities, and residential or commercial condominiums. Plus, our 5G locking system is one of the most advanced connecting systems on the market, making it the fastest and easiest way to install our floors. When it comes to wholesale flooring in Georgia, Georgia Flooring Wholesale’s Market Place is an excellent choice for those who require heavy-duty performance requirements, with excellent resistance to abrasion, chipping, cracking, and permanent indentations.









Hardwood Flooring Wholesaler in Georgia









 Looking for answers to standard questions? Check out our FAQ section or call toll-free (877) 400-0213 and one of our helpful associates will be glad to help. 

							

						
												

	

	
		


		Looking for the perfect accesory for your home? Try a floor from
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